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Abstract—The idea of smart building has become closer to
reality due to the recent advances in ubiquitous computing
technologies. However, it still remains an open question how
a computational system can optimize user comfort levels in
buildings, which is crucial because it affects the quality of life
and work of all occupants. Since multiple users share building
spaces and they have hierarchical relationship to each other, it
is not ideal to decide controllable comfort parameters based on
a single users’ preferences, and so collective users’ preferences
have to be considered. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to
predict users’ preferences based on the organizational hierarchy
of the occupants, which can be used as a decision mechanism in
smart building environments. To evaluate the proposed algorithm,
we conducted experiment in real smart building environment,
and recorded the number of manual interventions to control
device settings before and after the deployment of the proposed
algorithm. Our algorithm could successfully decrease the number
of manual interventions by 64.2%.

Keywords—smart buildings, smart buildings API, context-
awareness, directed graph, organizational hierarchy

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent advances in ubiquitous computing technologies
provide great benefits to access and control the physical world
through a network. The development of these technologies in
a building becomes a solution to realize smart building. One
of the purposes of smart building is to provide a comfortable
space for occupants. Since people spend more than 80% of
their lives in buildings, the environmental comfort is strongly
related to the occupant’s productivity and quality of life and
work [1]. The occupants of smart building have their own
comfort conditions. When their own comfort conditions are not
satisfied, they may take an action to change current conditions
in order to satisfy their own comfort conditions. To optimize
user comfort level, it is important to learn the occupants’
comfort conditions from user activities.

Many solutions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have been proposed
for predicting user preference in smart environment. However,
our review indicates that previous researches mainly focus
on predicting single user preference and do not address the
relationship between occupants. In [5] [6] [7] the prediction for
users with various preferences have been proposed. Since they
do not consider the relationship between occupants, as a result,
these approach may not be practical in situations where the
hierarchy relationship is exists between the occupants. Since
multiple users share building spaces and they may not have
identical comfort conditions, it is necessary to consider col-
lective user preference. The goal of our work is to provide an

optimal comfort level to the occupants by predicting collective
user preference based on real life relationship between the
occupants in smart buildings.

In this paper, we propose an algorithm for automatically
predicting collective user preference in smart buildings. The
building spaces are occupied by a group of occupants who be-
long to an organization. In an organization, usually some kind
of hierarchy exists between the occupants. We observe how
this organizational hierarchy influences a decision of comfort
conditions for multiple users. When a group of occupants with
different authority gather in one place, the occupant who has
the greater authority tends to decide the comfort conditions.
From this observation, we design an algorithm to predict user
preference for a group of occupants. We define a model for a
group of occupants who share a building spaces. A relationship
between the occupants can be defined by investigating in the
group who has changed the current conditions in order to
satisfy his own comfort conditions. The comfort conditions for
the group can be obtained from the last applied conditions. The
relationship of the occupants and the comfort conditions are
generated by monitoring the interaction between the occupants
and the environment. The collective user preference can be
predicted from the relationship of the occupants that have been
defined and the comfort conditions that have been obtained.
Based on the prediction, the system is able to provide optimal
comfort level for the occupants in smart buildings.

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we conducted ex-
periment in real smart building environment. We measured
the number of manual interventions which were done by
occupants when they applied their comfort condition to the
system. Since the number of manual interventions indicate
the comfort level of the occupants, we compared the number
of manual interventions before and after the deployment of
the proposed algorithm. As a result, the total of number of
manual interventions after the deployment of the proposed
algorithm, decreased by 64.2%. The result shows that the
proposed algorithm is feasible to optimize comfort level in
smart buildings.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related work. Section III presents the basic idea
of algorithm for predicting collective user preferences, and how
to resolve conflict of user relationship between the occupants.
Section IV presents design of our smart building architecture.
Our experimental results are shown in section V. Finally, we
conclude the paper in section VI.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical Relationship of Occupants

II. RELATED WORK

Up to the present, much work has targeted prediction of
user preference in smart environment. Chen [2] designed a
context-aware recommendation system that predicts a user
preference using past experiences of like-minded users. They
used collaborative filtering to automatically predict the influ-
ence of a context on an activity. Moreno et al. [3] proposed
an energy-efficient management system based on Internet of
Things (IoT) approach. They also presented Smart Comfort
Prediction Module, which is responsible for providing comfort
preferences to the occupants. In this framework, user comfort
preferences are acquired and learned by the system once the
user has interacted directly with the system. The system is able
to provide users with their comfort preferences after detecting
each user presence and estimating their location. Schumann
et al. [4] presented algorithm for predicting the comfort
preferences of users solely based on the temperature readings
and their previous comfort votes. Yu et al. [5] proposed credit
system for generating policies form multiple user preference.
Each user is given 100 credits, which they may spend on
various preferences. A preference item’s final setting is chosen
to be that of the user who spends the most credit. Yamamoto
et al. [6] proposed a context-aware device control method for
general users with different preferences on controllable targets
in public smartspaces. In order to maximize the comfort levels
of all users, they summed up comfort level functions of all
users and select the maximum value and applied the value
to a device. Lin et al. [7] proposed a three-layer system for
learning inhabitants’ behaviors based on the observations from
sensors in order to provide suitable service to the users.

However, most of the previous works focused on single
user preference. In [5], credit system has been presented to
solve the difference of user preference. Since multiple users
in building have hierarchical relationship to each other, this
approach may not be practical in various situations. In [6],
summation of comfort level functions of all users has been
presented. Such approach may not feasible for optimizing
comfort level in smart building since the summation of comfort
level of all users not always be a collective user preference of
the occupants. In [7], Multi-user Interaction Model that used
Bayesian Networks is presented. The goal of the model is
to infer the appropriate a group service for inhabitants. Their
works focused on inhabitants in smart home. Therefore, it only
discussed inference a group service without addressing the
relationship between occupants. Since the relationship among
inhabitants in smart home is different to the relationship among
occupants in smart building, their approach may not be suitable
for smart building environment. How to predict collective user

preferences in smart building is the emphasis of this paper. To
the best of our knowledge, no work has focused on how to
predict collective user preference based on the organizational
hierarchy of the occupants in smart building.

III. ALGORITHM FOR PREDICTING COLLECTIVE USER

PREFERENCE

In this section, we propose an algorithm for predicting
collective user preference. First, we explain the basic idea
on how we extract a relationship of the occupants from
the interaction between the occupants and the system and
used it for predicting collective user preference. Second, we
describe how to resolve the conflict of relationship between
the occupants.

A. Basic Idea

We started by investigating how the occupants do an action
in order to satisfy their own comfort conditions. When an
occupant enters a room in smart building for the first time, our
algorithm provides default conditions. If default conditions do
not satisfy the occupant, he would take an action to manually
change the current conditions. We assume that there is a smart
building system which the occupant is able to control the
devices in building space through the system. Smart building
system records every access from the occupant in the access
log, from which our algorithm learns collective user preference
that can be used to provide an optimal comfort level to the
occupants in smart building.

Formally we define U as a set of all occupants:

U = {u1, u2, ..., un} (1)

We define comfort condition of all occupants C as:

C = {c1, c2, ..., cn} (2)

where ci is a comfort condition of ui. Comfort condition may
be room temperature, illumination, or humidity. At first, all
ci is initialized as undefined, which indicates that the comfort
condition of ui is unknown.

When the set of users GL are sharing space in the room,
and an occupant uL who is a member of GL changed the room
condition manually, the new condition cL is recorded as new
log entry L in access log,

L = {GL, uL, cL} (3)

From this log entry, we can make the following assumptions:

• Compared to the others occupants in GL, uL has
greater authority. For example, if GL = {u1, u2, u3}
and uL = u1, the system learns that u1 > u2,
u1 > u3. The notation a > b means that a has greater
authority than b.

• The preference of uL is cL, and the system updates
c[uL] := cL

For example, if we have two logs L1 = {Gx, u1, cx}
and L2 = {Gy, u2, cy}, where Gx = {u1, u3, u4} , Gy =
{u1, u2, u3}, cx = 22◦C, and cy = 26◦C. From Gx and u1 we
get:

u1 > u3, u1 > u4 (4)
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Fig. 2. Smart Building System Architecture

and from Gy and u2 we get:

u2 > u1, u2 > u3 (5)

We want to use the two logs above for optimizing the room
temperature for new a user group Gz = {u1, u2, u4}, who
are sharing space in the room. We decide who has the greatest
authority in Gz by using the previous logs. Considering that >
is a partial order relationship, we obtain the following equation
from (4) and (5),

u2 > u1, u2 > u4 (6)

which means that u2 has the greatest authority in Gz . Accord-
ing to (6), we can choose c2 as the comfort temperature for
Gz .

From the observation above, we can express the hierarchi-
cal relationship of U = {u1, u2, u3, u4} as directed graph in
Fig. 1.

We use topological sorting [8] top-to-bottom for choosing
which user’s comfort preference to be adopted for all users.
If the system does not know the hierarchical relationship
between members of collective users, system provides a default
comfort preference, and waits until an occupant who has
greater authority changes the condition.

The algorithm predicts the collective user preference based
on the interaction between the occupants and the system.
Therefore, the algorithm can be used even in a group of
occupants which do not have a hierarchical relationship. The
occupants may decide the comfort conditions by voting. After
they decide the comfort conditions, one of the occupants will
apply it to the system. As we explain before, system will record
this condition as comfort condition for them and it can be
used for predicting a comfort conditions of the same group of
occupants in the future.

In order to keep user preference and user relationship
information up to date, we update user preference when the
occupant directly access and change the current conditions.
We also update the occupants relationship when the room state
changes, the occupant enter or leave a room, and the occupant
make a change to the current conditions.

B. Resolving Conflicts

In real world, the hierarchy may not exist between the
occupants who share the building spaces. In this condition,

Fig. 3. JSON Representation of Air Conditioner State

each user may tends to decide the comfort conditions and do
arbitrary action in order to apply their own comfort conditions.
If the edge is added to the occupants relationship graph for
every action to the environment, the loop may be created.
The loop will cause inconsistence of relationship between the
occupants.

In order to avoid inconsistence of relationship of occupants,
we break loops by removing the older relation that caused
the loop. In the previous example, the directed graph can be
denoted as below.

G = {V,A}
V = {u1, u2, u3, u4}
A = {(u2, u1), (u2, u3), (u1, u3), (u1, u4)}

(7)

If users u1, u2, u3, u4 are in the room, and u1 change the
room condition manually, we destroy edge (u2, u1), so that u1
and u2 would not have the loop, which can be considered a
conflict in hierarchy.

There are some possible solutions to prevent the loop of re-
lationship. The first solution is to keep the current relationship
and ignore the new one or remove the current relationship and
apply the new one. We can interpret the loop as the occupants
having the same authority. If we keep one relationship and
ignore the other one, the same authority can not be defined.
The second solution is to keep the relationship which has the
bigger count of access, and remove the relationship when the
occupants have the same count of access. With this solution,
an occupant is able to plan to get priority from the system
by increasing the number of access. As a result, the system
will prioritize an occupant who may not be the user with the
greatest. For this reason, we prevent the loop relationship by
only removing the old one. Therefore, the same authority of
occupants can be defined and no one will get the priority.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The system configuration shown in Fig. 2 depicts the
smart building system in our architecture. We developed Smart
Building Application Program Interface (API) which can be
used to access devices such as sensors, actuators, air condi-
tioner, lighting, and smart meter. We use Representational State
Transfer (REST) API and choose JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) as the data format in our Smart Building API. Fig. 3
shows the JSON representation of air conditioner state. The
occupants of the building can easily develop an application
using Smart Building API. We use Ubiquitous ID (uID) [9]
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Fig. 4. Room A304 of Daiwa Ubiquitous Computing Research Building

architecture, and assign a 128bit unique id to devices in the
building.

We developed several agents for providing services to the
occupants. Room Agent is responsible for providing service
to the occupants in the room. When the occupant enter or
leave the room, Room Agent will update the current occupant
on the system and ask Comfort Condition Agent to provide
an appropriate condition for the remaining occupants. Device
Agent manages the device when an occupant manually change
device settings. Comfort Condition Agent is responsible for
providing comfort condition to the occupants in the room based
on proposed algorithm. When the occupants change device
settings, Device Agent will notice Comfort Condition Agent
to update user preference of the related users. The occupants
interact with the system through room control application
which is explained in the next section. The access log includes
user id, device id, device settings and timestamp is recorded
in data base.

V. EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, we have
developed a room control application in which the proposed
algorithm is implemented. We evaluated the algorithm in the
smart building named “Daiwa Ubiquitous Computing Research
Building”[10] located in Hongo campus of the University
of Tokyo. We measured the number of manual interventions
before and after the deployment of the proposed algorithm to
the system. The manual intervention is done by an occupant
when the current conditions of the room do not satisfy his
comfort conditions. Therefore we are able to know comfort
level of the occupant from the number of manual interventions.

A. Room Control Application

In order to let occupants interact with the smart building
system, we have developed room control application. The room
control application is web-based, the occupants interact and
control a device in the room from the browser. Room control
application also shows the current settings of the devices in the

Fig. 5. Transition of Relationship of Occupants

room. Therefore, the occupants are able to know the current
settings before changing it.

B. Experiment Scenario

We evaluate the proposed algorithm in room A304 of
Daiwa Ubiquitous Computing Research Building. The room is
alloted to 4 occupants: one female and three males. We asked
them to use the room control application when they want to
change device settings. We used the lights and air conditioner
as the devices in our experiment. We conducted the experiment
into two phases.

1) First Phase, before deploying the algorithm: We
recorded when and who enter and leave the room. We also
recorded when and who access the device through room
application and change the device settings. We conducted the
first phase of experiment for a period of one week. From
the data of the first phase of experiment, we obtained the
user preference of all occupants. As shown in in Fig. 4,
room A304 has four lights and two air conditioners.The user
preference that we obtained include the temperature settings of
air conditioner 1, and air conditioner 2, and which light that
occupant usually use.

2) Second Phase, after deploying the algorithm: We use
record of room state and access log that we obtained in the first
phase of experiment as the input of the proposed algorithm.
As the output we obtain the hierarchy of the occupants in
room A304. We also predict the collective user preference of
the occupants in room A304. We deploy the prediction to the
system, so that the system will automatically change the room
conditions when the room state is changed. If the condition
which is provided by the system do not satisfy the occupants,
they can manually change the condition through room control
application. We recorded the manual interventions in the
second phase of experiment for a period of one week.

C. Experimental Results

From the first phase of experiment, we obtained the rela-
tionship of occupants in room A304. Fig. 5 presents the transi-
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tion of the relationship of the occupants. In initial stage, there
are no edges in the graph. When one occupant accesses and
changes the device settings, edges are created from the current
occupant to all other occupants. In order to avoid inconsistency
in directed graph, we do not create the opposite direction of
edge. As shown in Fig. 5, after the occupants u3 changes the
temperature of air conditioner, the relationship changes from
1 to 2. Then the occupants u4 changes the temperature of air
conditioner, the relationship changes from 2 to 3. From this
figure it can be seen that proposed algorithm destroy the edge
from u3 to u4 in order to avoid the inconsistency in directed
graph.

We show the comparison of the number of manual interven-
tions in first phase and second phase of experiment in Fig. 6. In
first phase of experiment we obtained 67 manual interventions
from all occupants, which decreased to 24 manual interven-
tions in second phase of experiment. The total number of
manual interventions decreased by 64.2%. For each occupant,
the number of manual interventions decreased as follows :

• for occupant u1, 80% (from 25 to 5)

• for occupant u2, 70% (from 10 to 3)

• for occupant u3, 60% (from 10 to 4)

• and for occupant u4, 45.5% (from 22 to 12)

The occupant u4 showed the least reduction of manual
interventions. From the record of room state, we obtain that
the occupant u4 was the first one enter room A304 most of the
time. Since we did the experiment during the summer season,
the first occupant who enter a room may set the temperature
low than their comfort temperature in order to cool the room
faster. Therefore, when the occupant u4 enter room A304, he is
not satisfied with the conditions provided by the system, and
change the temperature lower than his comfort temperature.
After the room become cool, he changes the temperature to his
comfort temperature. Since the system record the last applied
condition as the user preference, this case may occur for the
user who enter the room for the first time.

This result shows that our proposed algorithm can au-
tomatically predict collective user preference from the user
preference and the relationship of occupants. Since the total
of number of manual intervention decreased by 64.2% after
the deployment of the proposed algorithm, our algorithm is
feasible to optimize comfort level in smart buildings.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have observed how the characteristic
of organizational hierarchy of occupants in smart building
influences a decision of comfort conditions for a group of
occupants. In order to provide an optimal comfort level to
the occupants, we have proposed an algorithm to predict col-
lective user preference unlike most other work which focuses
on single-user situation. The proposed algorithm is intuitive,
because it predicts collective user preference based on real life
relationship of the occupants in smart buildings. We evaluated
the proposed algorithm by measuring the number of manual
intervention before and after deployment of the algorithm. The
results show that the proposed algorithm reduces the number
of manual intervention for all occupants. We believe that our

Fig. 6. Number of manual intervention before and after deploying the
algorithm

proposed algorithm is feasible to optimize comfort level in
smart buildings by predicting collective user preference.
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